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Two recent policy documents lay out a new vision for diversity in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD): the Military Leadership Diversity Commission’s (MLDC’s) *From Representation to Inclusion: Diversity Leadership for the 21st Century Military* and the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017*. These documents define the mission, set goals for diversity, and provide a general strategic framework for achieving these goals.

DoD has adopted a new definition of diversity:

All the different characteristics and attributes of the DoD’s Total Force, which are consistent with our core values, integral to overall readiness and mission accomplishment, and reflective of the nation we serve.

With this expansive definition, the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017* contains three broad goals: (1) ensure leadership commitment to an accountable and sustained diversity effort; (2) employ an aligned strategic outreach effort to identify, attract, and recruit from a broad talent pool reflective of the best of the nation we serve; and (3) develop, mentor, and retain top talent from across the Total Force. Each of these broad goals is then broken into several narrower objectives, which in turn consist of one or more strategic actions and initiatives for accomplishing them. While the overall definition and goals are broad, the actions and initiatives are extremely specific. However, the document currently lacks structure: It does not suggest a prioritization among the actions/initiatives, objectives, or a timeline for accomplishing them. We suggest that to effectively imple-
ment these strategic objectives, DoD should approach the initiatives by classifying them according to which of three issues they address:

- DoD needs to clarify the relationship between equal opportunity (EO) compliance activities and diversity efforts.
- DoD needs to develop and implement communication strategies for its diversity vision for internal and external stakeholders.
- DoD needs to establish formal coordination among organizations that are responsible for various aspects of personnel policies and practices to sustain the momentum required for lasting diversity efforts to achieve the mission.

For each of these issues, we frame the stages of implementation into three major phases: short-term, medium-term, and long-term actions. The short term corresponds to the next 1–12 months, the mid term (1–3 years), and long term (4+ years). In addition, DoD will need to prioritize initiatives that can be implemented quickly and lay the groundwork for longer-term initiatives. In this austere fiscal environment, the prioritization of initiatives and coordination among stakeholders are essential elements for successful implementation of the strategic plan.

The purpose of this report is to provide a framework to support DoD in the implementation of its strategic plan, and to ensure that the resources devoted toward these efforts are targeted for long-term success. We argue that an enduring accountability system will be central to driving the significant changes across DoD that are needed to move toward the new vision for diversity. This accountability system will both anchor the goals by holding employees responsible for helping to meet them and allow DoD to measure progress and refine its processes on the basis of these outcomes. We also recommend communicating to employees how these goals fit in with DoD’s mission and culture. We conducted a review of the general management, diversity management, and change management literature to build the framework for change through accountability. We supplemented our literature review with extensive policy discussions with the leadership of DoD’s Office of Diversity Management and Equal Opportunity (ODMEO).
While we did review literature on this topic, it is difficult to fully ground recommendations in empirical evidence. Literature in this area tends to be highly theoretical, and even studies that attempt to measure the effects of certain types of policies or actions can rarely conduct the sort of experiments that are ideal for establishing the causal effects of policies or actions. Instead, researchers tend to perform case studies on organizations, or show correlations between policies or actions and outcomes. Because of this, while our recommendations are grounded in the appropriate literature, they are most properly viewed as hypotheses: We believe that these will help DoD reach its goals in this area, but we stress the importance of creating specific goals and tracking progress toward them.

Additionally, this study does not provide analysis of the suitability of DoD’s diversity vision and its accompanying goals. DoD has already outlined its vision and goals; here we provide recommendations for how to better meet them. In addition, while we provide a high-level framework for the creation of an accountability system, we do not speak directly to how policies should be implemented. Given the current fiscal and organizational environment, DoD is undergoing often-drastic structural changes. Any attempt by us to fully describe how various organizations will execute different initiatives will quickly become obsolete, since the organizations themselves are changing as we write this report.

**A Framework for Change Through Accountability**

Accountability brings responsibility, and leaders who are made accountable and hold others accountable for supporting the vision for an organization will help to ensure that stakeholders move toward goals for accomplishing that vision (Babcock, 2009). We argue that the accountability system must be enduring, as DoD is a large organization characterized by constant change and frequent turnover in leadership. The system must be designed to cover the Total Force—i.e., both the military (active, reserve, and guard members) and civilian workforces—and be able to sustain personnel changes and shifts in leadership focus.
The DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan emphasizes this as well, suggesting both the creation of a senior oversight body and the creation and monitoring of key diversity metrics. The framework for change through accountability is built on *compliance*, *communication*, and *coordination*—the three Cs—as shown in Figure S.1.

**Pillar One: Compliance**

The first pillar of the framework is *compliance*. If there are no clear and enforced rules about who is responsible for upholding diversity and inclusion-related policies and procedures, or for tracking metrics and meeting interim goals, then we believe it is unlikely that DoD will make significant progress toward its long-term goals for diversity and inclusion. Additionally, DoD must be compliant with two distinct, but related, aspects of diversity. The legal obligation to provide equal opportunity to protected groups and DoD policies on EO remain...
intact, and DoD must continue to protect these groups and monitor progress in demographic diversity. In particular, DoD must ensure that EO reporting requirements are being met, as there have been incomplete efforts to assure reporting of compliance in recent years. By standardizing EO metrics and reporting requirements, DoD can increase the transparency and consistency of this aspect of the accountability system for diversity. However, EO compliance is just one small part of the overall accountability system we propose. Diversity as it is more broadly defined by DoD requires an expanded set of compliance efforts to ensure that DoD is moving toward its newly defined goals of harnessing diversity to ensure mission effectiveness by creating an inclusive climate that allows all participants to reach their maximum potential.

As suggested by the old adage of “What gets measured gets done,” metrics play a central role in compliance and are critical to accountability. As DoD moves to a broader view of diversity and an expanded set of goals centered on mission effectiveness, the metrics used to track compliance must be reconsidered and strategically refined to ensure alignment with these new goals. In recognition of this, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013, in a section titled “Diversity in the Armed Forces and Related Reporting Requirements,” mandates that over the course of FY 2013, a “standard set of metrics and collection procedures that are uniform across the armed forces” shall be developed. DoD tracks a range of metrics related to demographic differences and collects data on workplace climate, but additional metrics, ones related to inclusion and that identify organizational barriers to diversity, are likely to be useful. Currently, DoD surveys service members regarding sexual harassment and sexual assault; the services may want to perform climate assessments related to other issues as well. The diversity metrics cover the employment life cycle of service members and civilian employees, including pre-accession outreach activities, accessions, assignments, educational opportunities, selections, and retention. By adopting a broad set of metrics aligned with diversity goals and standardized across the entire workforce, DoD can provide the foundation needed for a strong accountability system that will drive change.
Drawing on this conceptualization, we propose a prioritization scheme for compliance-related initiatives in Figure S.2. In the near term, or the next year, we recommend that DoD come into compliance with current Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) requirements and evaluate existing internal requirements. Using the results of this evaluation and with an eye toward the eventual standardization of metrics across services and the combining of EO and military equal opportunity (MEO) structures—the structures within DoD that exist to ensure DoD compliance with internal EO requirements and external EEOC requirements—we also recommend that in the near term DoD create new internal metrics and procedures for evaluating compliance with EO requirements. In the medium term, or one to three years from now, we recommend that DoD issue and implement these new requirements. In the long term, or 4+ years from now, we recommend that DoD comply with these requirements.

Figure S.2
Recommended Steps and Timeline for Compliance Initiatives

1. Ensure 100% Compliance with All EO Directives, Requirements, and Laws

   **Near Term**
   - Meet all EEOC requirements
   - Evaluate and modify internal requirements

   **Medium Term**
   - Issue and implement modified EO requirements
   - Combine MEO and EEO structures

   **Long Term**
   - Comply with new Total Force EO requirements
Pillar Two: Communication

*Communication* should explain the changes being made and convey both the importance of compliance to the organization and the consequences if compliance does not occur. It is also an opportunity to anchor the changes within the language and organizational values of the organization. Communication intended to drive movement toward a goal is often referred to as “strategic communication,” which plays an important role in bridging the gap between organizations “knowing what they should do” and what is actually put into action (Pfeffer and Sutton, 2000). Too often, leaders in the midst of organizational change make the mistake of not communicating in the correct way, or not communicating enough (Riche et al., 2005). On the other hand, communication must not be seen as a substitute for action; communication should be designed to inspire action.

To ensure success in driving and managing change, strategic communication on diversity should be an active process, with DoD developing a plan around its goals, implementing the plan, evaluating the effectiveness of the communication strategies, and adjusting as necessary. In addition, communication that is driven by leadership and attentive to audiences will improve the likelihood of success in meeting DoD goals.

DoD faces a particular challenge in strategically communicating its new vision for diversity, because diversity efforts are typically seen as “head-counting exercises” focused exclusively on racial/ethnic and gender representations. One possibility for communicating the new vision for diversity as a concept distinct from EO policies is to integrate diversity leadership training into traditional leadership training, while retaining EO training as a separate effort. This integration reinforces the message that the ability to leverage differences for mission effectiveness is equal in importance and value to any other facet of leadership.

We also recommend, as suggested by organizational change literature, communicating how this plan fits into the organizational values of the services (National Defense Research Institute, 2010). The military is a meritocratic organization in which fairness is a major value. Training should stress both that discrimination is at odds with those values and that efforts to increase diversity and create an inclusive envi-
Environment are intended to make sure that recruiting, training, hiring, and promotion processes are fully inclusive of potential talent, regardless of demographic or other factors, in an effort to make the services as high-performing and successful as possible. While communicating internally to the workforce is critical, communication strategies can also be used to reach external audiences, as these audiences play an essential role in DoD’s ability to recruit a diverse workforce.

Drawing on this conceptualization, we propose a prioritization scheme for communication-related initiatives in Figure S.3. In the near term, or the next year, we recommend making some changes to existing training, both to consolidate current EO professional training and develop new diversity leadership training. We also recommend engaging in recruiting aimed at increasing personnel diversity. In the medium term, or from one to three years from now, we recommend implementing both diversity leadership and Total Force EO training as well as assessing the return on the near-term outreach efforts and

Figure S.3
Recommended Steps and Timeline for Communication Initiatives

Educate Current and Future Leaders, Reach Out to Communities

Near Term
Consolidate EO professional training
Develop diversity leadership training
Direct outreach activities to maximize efficiency
Develop clear diversity messages for external audiences

Medium Term
Implement Total Force EO professional training
Implement diversity leadership training
Evaluate return on investment from outreach efforts

Long Term
Develop and implement diversity leadership training for all members
Maintain robust outreach efforts
modifying them if necessary. In the long term, or 4+ years from now, DoD should continue its outreach efforts and expand diversity leadership training to the Total Force, including service members in enlisted and officer training courses, such as the service academies.

Pillar Three: Coordination

To ensure that the accountability system achieves a consistent vision for diversity across DoD’s large and diverse workforce, coordination is necessary. Coordination among stakeholders can also improve efficiency and reduce cost. Large organizational efforts can be hindered by complicated processes, overlap in efforts, and delays driven by differences in implementation. Enhanced coordination of effort can help further the new DoD diversity vision and its corresponding goals by appropriately allotting resources; assuring that all strategy-driven, planned efforts are in agreement; and developing operationally focused recruiting/hiring, training, development, and promotion efforts that work toward one vision.

Since 2006, ODMEO, under the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), has been responsible for promoting EO and overseeing diversity policy for DoD (MLDC, 2011f, p. 96). ODEMO has organized the Defense Diversity Working Group (DDWG) to help the services synchronize efforts (MLDC, 2009b). We contend that the synchronization of efforts should be expanded and formalized. One possible way to formalize the coordination among key stakeholders is to establish the Defense Diversity Management System (DDMS) depicted in Figure S.4.

Coordination needs to happen not just among organizations that are responsible for diversity policies and practices; it must also include other “special-issue” organizations (which we refer to as “hot spots”) that currently are considered to be outside the DoD diversity organizations. For instance, DoD Sexual Assault Prevention and Response is the organization responsible for the oversight of DoD sexual assault policy, including tracking data on sexual assault. DoD may also want to track other indicators that are also more indirectly related to inclusiveness of environment rather than overall diversity numbers. For instance, in the 1980s, black service members were overrepresented among court-
It is not clear whether this is still the case, but this could be the sort of metric that DoD would look at as it goes beyond a focus on diversity numbers and looks at the broader environment. Moreover, coordination must also occur among ODMEO and other personnel organizations, such as Military Personnel Policy (MPP) and Civilian Personnel Policy (CPP), as well as the Office of General Council. The diversity organizations alone cannot improve diversity and create a climate of inclusion throughout DoD. For one thing, the diversity organizations have fewer resources than larger personnel organizations. More importantly, all personnel policies and practices—including outreach, recruiting, training, assignments, promotion, and retention—must be aligned with the overarching goal of promoting greater diversity and creating a more inclusive work environment. Support from the Office of General Counsel is imperative for a successful implementation of diversity efforts, as such efforts often involve interpretation of the law in dealing with protected groups in
personnel policies. Without effective coordination, alignment among key stakeholders will not happen.

We suggest several areas in which coordination could be enhanced to support diversity efforts in additional ways, including increased leadership support, a specific leadership position for diversity, streamlined data management, and a process to coordinate focus on key diversity issues.

Based on this conceptualization, we propose a prioritization scheme—the DoD Diversity Management System (DDMS)—for coordination related initiatives in Figure S.5. In the near term, or the next year, DoD should organize several efforts: a senior OSD taskforce with representatives from various DoD agencies involved in personnel policy, the DDWG, and groups organized around specific issues (or “hot spots”), such as sexual assault, that hinder diversity. In the medium term, or one to three years from now, DoD should focus on creating the DDMS or a similar structure to oversee and coordinate

Figure S.5
Recommended Steps and Timeline for Coordination Initiatives

3. Coordinate Diversity Management Efforts for Maximum Efficiency

**Near Term**
Organize senior OSD task force
   (ODMEO, MPP, CPP, Office of General Counsel)
Organize joint senior-only DDWG
Organize special-issue organizations

**Medium Term**
Create centralized diversity management system (DDMS)

**Long Term**
Sustain centralized DDMS
the three groups organized in the near-term step. In the long term, of 4+ years in the future, DoD should continue to sustain these efforts.

**Recommendations**

We provide DoD leadership with two recommendations:

**Recommendation 1: Develop the accountability structure for diversity and inclusion based on the framework we proposed.**

The framework we proposed is consistent with the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017*. Table S.1 displays how the three Cs can be mapped onto DoD diversity strategic goals, objectives, actions, and initiatives, specified in the strategic plan.

It is important to communicate to employees that these initiatives, and the larger focus on diversity and inclusion, are a permanent change and not a function of the current political leadership (Terriff, 2007). Many government accountability programs are created “after the fact” of unsatisfactory efforts to reach goals or address problems (Curristine, 2005; Camm and Stecher, 2010); we recommend that DoD begin earlier, to avoid negative outcomes, rather than later, in response to them. We recommend that initial efforts related to each of the three Cs begin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three Pillars</th>
<th>DoD Diversity Strategic Goals</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comply</td>
<td>Action 1.1.1</td>
<td>Action 1.1.2 (2nd, 3rd, 4th initiatives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal (Educate)</td>
<td>Action 3.1.1, Action 3.3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External (Awareness)</td>
<td>Objective 2.1, Objective 2.2, Action 1.2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate</td>
<td>Action 1.1.2 (1st initiative)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Remaining strategic actions concentrate on force sustainment.
early enough to seed a culture of change through accountability across DoD. A workforce that has accountability ingrained within its culture is more likely to be committed to the diversity vision, no matter who is leading the organization at a given time. By staying focused on accountability, DoD will be able to readily assess its workforce diversity as needed, disclose its performance, and refine and improve the functioning of the system across all components of the organization.

**Recommendation 2: Establish a clear timeline of implementation milestones and publish annual status of progress toward these milestones for greatest transparency and accountability for progress.**

Accountability must start with DoD diversity organizations, including ODMEO for the timely implementation of the strategic initiatives. Establishing a clear timeline of implementation milestones will facilitate discussions about resources and responsibilities among the stakeholders whose coordination is essential for successful implementation of DoD’s Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan.

ODMEO should publish a progress report to inform external and internal stakeholders. This annual publication can become an important impetus that sustains the DoD diversity accountability system.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Planning to Implementation

The past decade has seen a significant number of presidential executive orders aimed to bring about greater workplace diversity across the U.S. federal government. These include *Hispanic Employment in the Federal Government* (Executive Order 13171, October 2000), *Increasing Federal Employment of Individuals with Disabilities* (Executive Order 13548, July 2010), and *Establishing a Coordinated Government-Wide Initiative to Promote Diversity and Inclusion in the Federal Workforce* (Executive Order 13583, August 2011).

Executive Order 13583 (2011) instructs the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) to make changes in how the department recruits, hires, develops, promotes, and retains its personnel. The executive order also urges DoD leaders to make a concerted, organized effort to “create a culture that encourages collaboration, flexibility, and fairness to enable individuals to participate to their full potential.”

To comply with Executive Order 13583, DoD issued the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017* in 2012. The strategic plan contains the official definition of diversity, goals, objectives, actions, and initiatives.

The Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan defines diversity as:

Diversity is all the different characteristics and attributes of the DoD’s Total Force, which are consistent with our core values, integral to overall readiness and mission accomplishment, and reflective of the nation we serve.
The Total Force refers to both the military (active, reserve, and guard members) and civilian workforces.

The Military Leadership Diversity Commission (MLDC) drafted this definition of diversity for DoD. In the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2009, Congress asked the MLDC to “develop a uniform definition of diversity to be used throughout DoD congruent with the core values and vision of DoD for the future workforce” (Pub L. 110-417), as each of the services were operating under slightly different definitions. Since the release of the MLDC report, DoD adopted the definition with slight modifications.

Notably, this definition is more inclusive than ever before. Based on the definition, diversity includes traditional characteristics, such as ethnicity, race, religion, and gender, as well as other attributes that can affect readiness and mission accomplishment. Even though the MLDC and DoD do not explicitly identify these attributes, the services have identified specific attributes in their policy statements. For example, Air Force Policy Directive 36-70 states, “Air Force Diversity includes but is not limited to: personal life experiences, geographic background, socio-economic background, cultural knowledge, educational background, work background, language abilities, physical abilities, philosophical/spiritual perspectives, age, race, ethnicity and gender” (2010, p. 2). In addition, this definition explicitly refers to DoD’s Total Force—which includes military members of all components (including reserve and guard members) as well as civilian employees.

DoD’s definition of diversity reflects the consensus among diversity professionals that diversity must apply to everyone in the organization in order to achieve an inclusive work climate (Lim, Cho, and Curry, 2008). Similar definitions are utilized by such major corporations as Lockheed Martin, the Disney Interactive Media Group, and General Electric (MLDC, 2009a). These organizations define diversity in terms of a broad range of human differences and tend to assert that diversity can increase organizational effectiveness, performance, and innovation (Lockheed Martin, no date; Disney Interactive Media, no date; General Electric Company, no date; Thomas, 2005).
DoD’s definition of diversity, however, poses several challenges to DoD in its implementation efforts. First, internal and external stakeholders—including minority and female civilian employees and service members, members of Congress, and civil society at large—may view the broad definition as DoD’s attempt to step away from meeting the challenge of increasing the representation of minorities and women among senior leaders (Lim, Cho, and Curry, 2008, p. 18). Second, the new definition makes it difficult to track the performance of diversity initiatives and hold leaders accountable for progress. It is impossible to measure “all the different characteristics and attributes of DoD’s Total Force.” As Lim, Cho, and Curry (2008, p. 18) write, based on the new definition, “DoD has already achieved [structural] diversity according to this definition, for the Fourth Estate alone is made up of the Washington Headquarters Services and its 16 serviced components, as well as 14 distinct DoD Agencies.”

In addition to providing definition of diversity, the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan contains three goals, eight objectives, 13 actions, and 37 initiatives (DoD, 2012a). Initiatives are nested under actions, which are nested under objectives, which in turn are nested under goals.

The DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan’s three goals are as follows:

1. Ensure leadership commitment to an accountable and sustained diversity effort
2. Employ an aligned strategic outreach effort to identify, attract, and recruit from a broad talent pool reflective of the national we serve
3. Develop, mentor, and retain top talent from across the Total Force.

These goals clearly demonstrate that increasing diversity and creating an inclusive work climate must involve organizations beyond DoD’s diversity organizations. DoD’s diversity organizations not only have fewer resources and lesser authority than organizations that manage military and civilian personnel; they also cannot directly bring
about changes in personnel policies and practices. For example, DoD’s Office of Diversity Management and Equal Opportunity (ODMEO) has fewer resources than Military Personnel Policy (MPP) and Civilian Personnel Policy (CPP). More importantly, MPP and CPP can establish and maintain personnel policies and practices, while ODMEO cannot.

To implement these strategic initiatives, DoD needs to address a variety of issues:

- Comply with U.S. laws and regulations as well as DoD’s own directives and policies.
- Communicate its diversity vision to both internal and external stakeholders.
- Coordinate formally among organizations that are responsible for various aspects of personnel policies and practices to sustain momentum required for lasting diversity efforts to achieve the mission.

In addition, DoD will need to prioritize initiatives that can be implemented quickly and pave the groundwork for longer-term initiatives. In the current austere fiscal environment, the prioritization of initiatives and coordination among stakeholders are essential elements for successful implementation of the strategic plan.

Purpose of This Report

The purpose of this report is to provide a framework to support DoD’s efforts to implement its Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan. DoD leadership has successfully developed a vision for a diverse, effective, and efficient workforce and has identified numerous initiatives that will be implemented to achieve this vision. The framework we present centers on what we call the three Cs: compliance, communication, and coordination. By following the proposed framework, DoD will be able to establish an enduring accountability system that will support the new vision for diversity through a deliberate, coordinated effort by
complying with current law and new diversity policies, communicating the new vision in a strategic way, and coordinating efforts to ensure that the change is system-wide and enduring. We frame the stages of implementation into three major phases: short, medium, and long term.

Methodology

We rely on two recent documents as our primary sources to identify and understand DoD’s vision, goals, and strategic plan for diversity: From Representation to Inclusion: Diversity Leadership for the 21st Century Military (MLDC, 2011f) and the Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017 (DoD, 2012a). To identify best practices for implementation, we conducted a literature review of general management, diversity management, and change management literature. We also drew from a prior RAND report on diversity in DoD, Planning for Diversity: Options and Recommendations for DoD Leaders (Lim, Cho, and Curry, 2008), as well as the implementation chapter from the RAND report Sexual Orientation and U.S. Military Policy: An Update of RAND’s 1993 Study (National Defense Research Institute, 2010). Finally, we used information from policy discussions with key stakeholders in ODMEO as a source of additional insights.

Limitations of the Study

This study does not analyze the suitability of the new vision for diversity and its accompanying goals, as DoD has already determined its goals for diversity and has set forth a strategy for accomplishing them. In addition, while we provide a high-level framework for the creation of an accountability system, we do not speak directly to how policies should be implemented. Given the current fiscal and organizational environment, DoD is undergoing structural changes. Any attempt by us to fully describe how various organizations will execute different initiatives will quickly become obsolete, since the organizations themselves are changing.
In addition, while we draw from a large body of literature, there is a limited number of large-scale studies on effective management strategies for diversity, so many of the best practices found in the literature are theoretical or based on case studies of a limited number of organizations. In general, literature in this area tends to be highly theoretical, and even studies that attempt to measure the effects of certain types of policies or actions can rarely conduct the sort of experiments that are ideal for establishing the causal effects of policies or actions. DoD is also distinct from many of the organizations studied in management literature in the size and structure of its workforce and its organizational mission, so the findings from corporate experiences may not apply to DoD. Because of these issues, while our recommendations are grounded in the appropriate literature, they are most properly viewed as hypotheses: We believe that these will help DoD reach its goals in this area, but we stress the importance of creating specific goals and tracking progress toward them.

Organization of This Report

The next five chapters describe a framework to assist DoD in the implementation of the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan. In Chapter Two, we describe the framework as a whole. In Chapters Three through Five, we focus on the three Cs—compliance, communication, and coordination—that we argue are the three pillars providing the foundation for an effective accountability system. In the concluding chapter, we describe how elements of the framework correlate with the goals, objectives, and initiatives of the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan.

A Note on Terminology

This report refers to equal opportunity (EO), equal employment opportunity (EEO), military equal opportunity (MEO), and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). EO refers to a set
of principles regarding how people should be treated, including in an employment context. It can also refer to formal requirements relating to these principles, both the requirements that DoD has set for itself and those that have been set by or are enforced by the EEOC, a federal agency that makes and enforces EO-related rules. EEO and MEO refer to structures within DoD that exist to ensure compliance with these requirements for both the civilian and military workforces.
In this chapter, we introduce a framework that uses accountability to support change toward DoD’s new vision of diversity. This framework will help DoD categorize and prioritize the 38 diversity strategic initiatives specified in the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan. The framework conceptualizes implementation tasks into three Cs—*compliance*, *communication*, and *coordination*—and stages the tasks into three major phases—short, medium, and long term.

### The Role of Accountability in Diversity Efforts

To realize the vision and achieve the goals stated in the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, DoD leaders must transform the ways they recruit, develop, promote, and retain their personnel.

All organizational transformations are difficult (Fernandez and Rainey, 2006). Policymaking can be slow, and new initiatives, such as those that support DoD’s diversity vision, can take five to seven years to become routine in large public- and private-sector organizations (GAO, 2011). Organizational transformation will be especially difficult for DoD, for several reasons. DoD organizational structure is extremely complex. DoD leaders are rotated frequently, often having only three to four years to achieve their goals in a particular position. DoD is exceptional in its enormity; recognized as the largest employer in the world, DoD consists of 3.2 million personnel who serve as active duty service members, as well as guardsmen, reservists, and civilian support (Alexander, 2012).
Hence, the MLDC argues that the new vision for diversity will not be achieved and sustained unless there is “a system of accountability, monitoring, and enforcement to ensure continued progress” (2011f, p. 95). More importantly, the accountability system must be enduring, meaning that all DoD components and personnel will be able to act according to diversity standards and persist in these actions even if there are significant changes in leadership. Without such a system, there is a risk that fostering and managing diversity for mission effectiveness will be viewed merely as the concern of one or two leaders, and the diversity initiatives will not gain the momentum necessary for lasting organizational change.

An accountability system that is clearly based on the strategic vision and goals can make the priorities for change more salient. In addition, the existence of an effective accountability system fosters trust from internal and external stakeholders, as it demonstrates the commitment by the leaders to improve diversity and create an inclusive work environment for all personnel (Fernandez and Rainey, 2006).

In the next section, we present a framework for this accountability system as a means of achieving the new vision for diversity.

**Diversity Efforts Must Encompass the Total Force**

Any implementation framework for DoD diversity efforts must address the needs of the Total Force, which includes civilian and military personnel across all services and the Fourth Estate. The MLDC’s *From Representation to Inclusion* (2011f) focused on the changes that should occur in the military because the commission lacked the authority to make recommendations for the civilian force, but the commissioners emphasize, “This omission should not imply that the diversity of the civilian workforce is not important for DoD. On the contrary, a diverse civilian workforce is critical to the 21st century military because this group is an essential element of the Total Force.” The DoD Diversity

---

1 The Fourth Estate consists of the defense agencies, DoD field activities, and defense-wide programs.
A Framework for Change Through Accountability

The implementation framework we propose addressed the needs of the Total Force and is supported by an enduring accountability system, which is in turn built on the three pillars of **compliance**, **communication**, and **coordination**—which we refer to as three Cs.

**Figure 2.1**
Framework for Change Through Accountability: The Three Cs
Pillar One: Compliance

The first pillar of our framework is *compliance*. Compliance is a key component of any accountability system. DoD must comply with U.S. laws and regulations as well as DoD’s own directives and policies. If individuals and organizations are able to circumvent the policies and procedures required to achieve diversity and are not held accountable for tracking metrics and meeting interim goals, then the system lacks any true accountability, and it is unlikely that DoD will make significant progress toward its long-term goals for diversity. DoD must be compliant with two distinct, but related, aspects of diversity. First, the legal obligation to provide equal opportunity to protected groups and to comply with DoD policies on EO remains intact, and DoD must continue to focus on efforts to support these groups and provide evidence of progress in demographic diversity. In addition, the expanded vision for diversity requires a broader conception of inclusion and opportunity, with efforts to enhance diversity across a much larger set of characteristics.

Pillar Two: Communication

*Communication* is critical to supporting an accountability system, mainly to ensure that stakeholders understand the vision and goals they are being held accountable for and to help the organization move toward desired change by changing the culture and increasing the transparency of the system to enhance “buy-in.” Communication intended to drive movement toward a goal is often referred to as “strategic communication.” DoD defines strategic communication as the “orchestration and/or synchronization of actions, images, and words to achieve a desired effect” (Joint Publication 1-02, 2007). Strategic communication has come to the forefront of military leaders and thinkers in the past decade: Tactical commanders have routinely had to employ communication strategies in Iraq and Afghanistan during “deterrent operations” targeting potential adversaries’ decisionmaking capabilities (Stavridis, 2007, p. 4).

Strategic communication plays an important role in bridging the gap between something that organizations “know they should do” and something that is actually put into action (Pfeffer and Sutton,
Too often, leaders in the midst of organizational change make the mistake of not communicating in the correct way, or not communicating enough. In addition, research shows that people of different backgrounds may hear the same thing but understand it differently (Riche et al., 2005). Leaders may wrongly believe that others understand issues as complex as diversity and see the new vision as clearly as they do, so it is critical to take steps to ensure that this is actually the case. However, communication must not be seen as a substitute for action; communication should be designed to inspire action. This is the distinction between strategic communication and “communication for communication’s sake.”

Diversity communication efforts should proceed along two distinct tracks. First, DoD should communicate the new vision for diversity to internal audiences as a concept distinct from EO policies. This distinction can be articulated by integrating diversity leadership concepts into traditional leadership training, while retaining EO training as a separate effort. This integration will reinforce the message that the ability to leverage differences for mission effectiveness is equal in importance and value to any other facet of leadership. Second, while communication internally to the workforce is critical, communication strategies can also be used to reach external audiences, as these audiences play an essential role in DoD’s ability to recruit and retain a diverse workforce.

**Pillar Three: Coordination**

By coordination, we refer to the synchronization of efforts by all of the military services and agencies of DoD to ensure a unity of effort. To ensure that the accountability system achieves a consistent vision for diversity across the large, diverse DoD workforce, coordination is necessary. Fragmented efforts can decrease the chance for success by complicating processes, resourcing similar efforts, and delaying the completion of decisionmaking or fulfilling tasks. Enhanced coordination of effort can help further the new DoD diversity vision and its corresponding goals by appropriately allotting resources; assuring that all strategy-driven, planned efforts are in agreement; and develop-
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ing operationally focused recruiting/hiring, managing, and promotion efforts that work toward one vision.

Currently, DoD engages in a range of critical efforts aiming to optimize workforce diversity. However, the MLDC found that these efforts vary across the services, which operated with different definitions of diversity and thus often had goals and initiatives bringing different visions to fruition. DoD has begun consolidating its diversity efforts since the 2011 MLDC review. Executive Order 13583 (2011) asks that the organization work harder at consolidating diversity efforts:

Wherever possible, the Federal Government must also seek to consolidate compliance efforts established through related or overlapping statutory mandates, directions from Executive Orders, and regulatory requirements. By this order, I am directing executive departments and agencies . . . to develop and implement a more comprehensive, integrated, and strategic focus on diversity and inclusion as a key component of their human resources strategies.

Further, the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan begins to show how both the civilian and military workforces can streamline efforts to work toward change.

However, the coordination must go beyond DoD diversity organizations. The coordination must occur among ODMEO and other personnel organizations, such as MPP and CPP, as well as the Office of General Council. The diversity organizations alone cannot improve diversity and create a climate of inclusion throughout DoD. For one thing, the diversity organizations have fewer resources than larger personnel organizations. More importantly, all personnel policies and practices, ranging from outreach, recruiting, training, assignments, promotion, to retention, must be aligned with the overarching goal of promoting greater diversity and creating a more inclusive work environment. Similarly, support from the Office of General Council is imperative for a successful implementation of diversity efforts, as such efforts often involve interpretation of the law in dealing with protected groups in personnel policies. Without effective coordination, the alignment among key stakeholders will not happen.
Moving Forward

In the next three chapters, we expand our description of compliance, communication, and coordination. We start each chapter by describing why the pillar plays an important role in supporting accountability and change in the area of diversity. We then highlight areas that require special attention as DoD develops and implements its diversity strategy. Finally, we provide a conclusion with some recommendations for how the framework can be used by DoD to structure and prioritize efforts for diversity.
DoD efforts to improve diversity and inclusion are new, and there are few policy directives that govern these efforts. But there are well-established U.S. laws and regulations as well as DoD’s directives and policies regarding equal employment opportunity (EEO) and military equal opportunity (MEO). These requirements are about providing equal opportunity for all personnel, regardless of their background. The major federal law regarding workplace discrimination is the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discriminatory employment decisions or actions based on a person’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin (42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2). The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is the federal law enforcement agency charged with enforcing workplace discrimination law, including the Civil Rights Act of 1964, federal regulations, and court decisions. The military component of DoD is granted some exceptions from EEOC rules: They are allowed to use age, disability, and gender in certain employment decisions. However, by and large, EEOC compliance within DoD is similar to EEOC compliance for other large employers, particularly large federal government employers.

The Importance of Compliance

Although DoD wishes to go beyond just compliance and pursue diversity and inclusion in deeper ways, it is still obligated to comply with external and internal rules regarding discrimination. The EEOC mandates that employers not discriminate on the basis of various attributes,
create a workplace free from harassment based on those attributes, provide reasonable accommodations to workers based on religious beliefs and disability, and not retaliate against employees who make discrimination complaints or assist with investigations. In addition, there are various other requirements in service of these larger goals, including the amount of time that employers have to respond to employee EO complaints and benchmarking reports that must be performed and submitted. While evaluating the degree to which DoD is complying with EEOC requirement is beyond the scope of this report, we do have some evidence that compliance is incomplete (which we present later in this chapter).

Additionally, there are various requirements specific to DoD, some of which DoD is out of compliance with. For the most part, these compliance-related directives are better seen not as creating new requirements for nondiscrimination, but as signaling leadership commitment and creating processes designed to increase compliance with EEOC requirements. For instance, some directives require DoD to report on its own EO activities, or on aspects of employment, such as hiring and retention by demographic group. Some are symbolic, signaling leadership commitment to demographic diversity.

This chapter offers recommendations for how DoD can better comply with both internal and external directives. Not being in compliance with external rules is illegal, and not complying with internal directives both sends a negative signal about DoD’s commitment to EO and diversity and reduces the chances of EEOC compliance. However, it is also possible that current internal EO directives are outdated or redundant, so we recommend evaluating them and making changes as needed. In addition to evaluating requirements and coming into compliance, we recommend combining EO and MEO into one function in order to reduce redundancies.

**Federal Law Mandates Nondiscrimination and a Workplace Free from Harassment**

Like all employers, DoD is obligated to meet a variety of EO requirements put forth by the federal government, although it has some discretion in terms of how it meets those requirements. Two bodies of law
govern the use of race, ethnicity, color, national origin, gender, and religion in the context of employment by the government:

- The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment: One of the Civil War-era amendments to the U.S. Constitution, courts have interpreted the brief statement in the Fourteenth Amendment to mean that government laws or programs that use different standards based on individuals’ race, color, ethnicity, national origin, and religion (and, to a lesser extent, gender) unlawfully discriminate on the basis of membership in a suspect class.

- Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (as amended): This body of law generally forbids discriminatory employment decisions or actions based on a person’s race, color, religion, sex, or national origin (42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2).

The military is something of an exception among public employers because it has been granted unusual flexibility to select individuals based on age and disability and, to a very limited extent, gender, based on current military requirements. However, in general it is still prohibited from using different standards in admission, accession, assignment, promotion, or separation decisions based on an individual’s race, color, ethnicity, gender, or religion.

**The Role of Metrics in Compliance**

Complying with external requirements goes beyond tracking demographic diversity numbers, although it does include that. This section describes the use of metrics in compliance and several different types of metrics that are useful in evaluating EO compliance.

Measuring outcomes is a major part of ensuring that an employer is in compliance with EO rules. Practitioners have found that tracking metrics and setting benchmarks help to overcome resistance to change, provide a structure for external evaluation, and, through their development, create new networks of communication among offices, departments, and personnel (Camp, 1995). By *metrics*, we refer to measures
of key variables of interest and their measurement, and by *benchmarks*, we refer to targets against which to judge progress.

DoD uses a range of metrics to track demographic representation and collects data via climate surveys, but these requirements are changing in response to new legislation and new and broader diversity efforts. For instance, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013, in a section titled “Diversity in the Armed Forces and Related Reporting Requirements,” mandates that over the course of FY 2013, a “standard set of metrics and collection procedures that are uniform across the armed forces” shall be developed. Specifically, the metrics must be designed:

... to accurately capture the inclusion and capability aspects of the armed forces’ broader diversity plans, including race, ethnic, and gender specific groups, as potential factors of force readiness.

(Pub. L. 112-239, Section 519)

Best practices from the literature suggest that metrics should be *strategic*, in that they convey information about values and priorities (Babcock, 2009; Kraus and Riche, 2006; Holvino, Ferdman, and Merrill-Sands, 2004; Melnyk, Stewart, and Swink, 2004). The MLDC advised that such metrics reflect the following qualities:

- **Developed with the diversity vision in mind**: Metrics should link intended goals, strategies, and actual execution. Metrics not linked to a strategic end state do not create value for organizations (Boudreau and Ramstad, 1998).
- **Clearly stated**: Metrics should be easily understood and communicated.
- **Value added**: Metrics should deliver value to the organization by providing information on key aspects of performance.
- **Actionable to drive improvements**: Good metrics provide information that has implications for a clear plan of action.
- **Tracked over time**: Metrics must be tracked over time to provide information on the trend in the metric, not simply its status at one moment in time.
• **Verifiable:** Metrics should be based on an agreed upon set of data and a documented process for converting data into the measure. Given the same data and process, independent sources should arrive at the same metric value (MLDC, 2011e).

In the following sections, we briefly describe several categories of metrics for assessing diversity throughout the DoD workforce. The degree to which DoD currently uses these metrics and/or intends to expand them varies.

**Metrics That Quantify Demographic Representation**
The MLDC found that the most well-developed metrics to date were those aimed at characterizing the racial, ethnic, and gender diversity of the DoD workforce. The services track diversity according to these metrics at a range of points through the career pipeline, including recruitment, accessions, retention, and promotion. The demographic makeup of the workforce is typically benchmarked against the national population, the future national population, and the eligible population (MLDC, 2011e). Currently, the services’ diversity tracking efforts are not coordinated, and each service’s data and reporting systems have been developed to meet internal service needs, so their systems and metrics vary. We discuss the need for standardization across metrics later in this chapter.

**Metrics That Describe Organizational Diversity Climates**
“Organizational climate” refers to personnel’s shared perception of policies, practices, and procedures in their workplace, and how certain behaviors are rewarded, expected, and supported.¹ Assessments of organizational climates are conducted when leaders need insight into employees’ expectations and satisfaction levels, how they interpret their organization’s culture, and how open they are to change (Scott et al., 2003). Research suggests that climate assessments may be important because personnel policy changes, especially those perceived to “seek to

---

¹ Adapted from Scheider, Ehrhart, and Macey, 2012; this definition is similar to that found in MLDC’s Decision Paper #8: Metrics (MLDC, 2011e).
enhance the integration of identity groups,” can elicit negative reactions if the climate of an organization is not managed properly (Kossek and Zonia, 1993, p. 62). A positive EO climate is associated with organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and a perception of workgroup effectiveness, whereas negative EO behaviors, such as racial and sexual discrimination, are associated with lower job satisfaction, lower commitment, and lower perceptions of workgroup effectiveness (Estrada, Stetz, and Harbke, 2007; McIntyre et al., 2002).

The military currently utilizes a number of surveys to assess EO aspects of climate (MLDC, 2011e).² No one climate survey can or should be expected to “do it all.” A recent study on organizational climate assessment finds that to understand the full picture on any important issue in an organization, leaders need multiple kinds of assessments: “a plurality of conceptualizations, tools, and methods are more likely to offer robust, subtle, and useful insights” (Scott et al., 2003). Since MLDC, federal agencies have expressed the need to develop and/or refine climate assessments that are aligned with the broader definition of diversity. In November 2011, OPM released Guidance for Agency-Specific Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plans. In addition to measures of diversity in the workforce, the guide emphasizes the need to track measures of inclusion, meaning “a culture that encourages collaboration, flexibility, and fairness to enable individuals to contribute to their full potential and further retention” (U.S. OPM, 2011, p. 23).

Metrics That Focus on Processes
The impact of new diversity efforts on the makeup of DoD’s military workforce may take time to materialize, particularly given the fact that the personnel system within the military is a closed one: Most new service members enter either as junior enlisted personnel or junior officers, and there is limited lateral hiring to higher ranks. In addition, it may be difficult to measure some of the key outcomes of diversity efforts.

² For example, the Armed Forces Workplace and Equal Opportunity (WEO) Surveys, the Armed Forces Workplace and Gender Relations (WGR) Surveys, and the Status of Forces Survey (SOFS), the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) Organizational Climate Survey (DEOCS), and the DEOMI Diversity Management Climate Survey (DDMCS).
When outcome measures are difficult to obtain in the immediate term, there can be substantial value to tracking processes to ensure they are being carried out appropriately (Stecher et al., 2010). As a result, DoD may wish to develop metrics focusing on processes: for instance, the creation of certain types of diversity and EO-related infrastructure. However, as the movement toward the new vision of diversity matures, metrics should increasingly shift from processes to outcomes (Stecher et al., 2010).

**Metrics That Locate Organizational Barriers**

Identifying barriers that may be preventing DoD from meeting its goals for diversity is a necessity, and when there are significant disparities of certain types, barrier analysis is required by the EEOC. For example, structural barriers, such as the combat exclusion policy for women, have historically prevented women from serving in the tactical and operational career fields (such as infantry in the Army) that are helpful to becoming a top leader.³ There are also perceptual barriers, wherein people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds perceive the actions of others differently. Perceptual barriers can manifest both as the beliefs of leadership that individuals with certain characteristics do not have equal capabilities, and as individuals’ beliefs that discrimination is driving outcomes they see as unfair. There are ways to overcome both structural and perceptual barriers: Sweeping changes can be made, such as the re-examination of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy in 2011, and more “boots on the ground” approaches can be employed, such as mentoring programs and revitalized outreach efforts.

A barrier analysis is a methodical examination of the recruitment, hiring, and promotion processes in an agency to determine where women and minorities face obstacles that might account for their less-

---
³ DoD rescinded the direct combat exclusion policy on January 24, 2013, and is working on a plan for implementation and integration of women into closed positions. However, some positions may retain gender restrictions (U.S. Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, 2013). It is also unclear the degree to which an elimination of formal barriers will result in significant gender integration due both to different occupational preferences and gender-neutral physical standards that disqualify a higher proportion of female service members than male service members.
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than-proportionate representation among applicants, hires, and upper management. A set of standardized metrics based on diversity benchmarks can help identify opportunities to improve programs and reinforce a culture of EO and diversity. EEOC Management Directive 715 (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 2003) offers strong and clear policy guidance for federal agencies to conduct a barrier analysis to identify and eliminate barriers that impede free and open competition in their workplaces. A recent RAND document identifies five phases to conducting a barrier analysis (Haddad et al., 2012):

- **Develop a detailed flow chart of the workforce management process.** The objective of this phase is to map out workforce management processes at key points in the career lifecycle in order to identify potential barriers to diversity.

- **Construct population benchmarks.** Establishing benchmarks is important to compare whether certain groups are under- or overrepresented at different points in the career lifecycle.

- **Compare employee distribution to benchmarks.** The objective of this phase is to determine whether there is a discrepancy between population benchmarks and the DoD workforce at various points in the career lifecycle.

- **Identify potential barriers.** Discrepancies found between benchmarks and the DoD population, administrative data, exploratory surveys, or interviews could be used to uncover barriers.

- **Address or remove barriers.** The objective in this final phase is to develop solutions to barriers found in Phase 4.

**Standardizing Metrics for Accountability**

The MLDC recommendations emphasize the need to develop a top-level set of common strategic metrics to support a sustainable diversity strategy. Recently, ODMEO has begun exploring the possibility of using Defense Manpower Data Center data to establish a baseline for the standardization of metrics. The services’ diversity tracking efforts are not currently coordinated—each service’s data and reporting systems are developed to meet its own internal needs—so their systems and metrics vary. For the purposes of the MLDC’s research effort, a
A particularly troublesome area of inconsistency was in how the services analyze and present data by race and ethnicity. For example, some services reported race and ethnicity separately, while other services created mutually exclusive race and ethnicity groups. These inconsistencies existed despite the fact that there is explicit guidance from the White House Office of Management and Budget on how federal agencies should collect and report such data.

Beyond standardizing EO reporting, the MLDC calls for standardized metrics across all dimensions of diversity, which can help leaders identify opportunities to improve programs and reinforce a culture of EO and diversity throughout the DoD workforce. Metrics and evaluations can help assure compliance and accountability in that results indicate how well a policy or program vision is realized; assessments provide leaders with evidence of how well the organization is performing in the ways they intend.

Noncompliance with Internal Requirements

We provide evidence of several gaps in compliance with internal policies and directives below. This by no means is a comprehensive list; only a full study on the “state of reporting” throughout DoD could elicit such results. These gaps suggest that greater attention needs to be given to reporting and metrics for DoD to fully comply with the law and foster a lasting diversity effort.

- **The Human Goals Charter**: Department of Defense Directive 1440.1 (1987, p. 4) mandated that DoD “prepare a new DoD Human Goals Charter each time a new Secretary of Defense is appointed.” The MLDC (2011f, p. 29) assessed the importance of this charter as it helps to strengthen diversity as a core value and “inculcate it into each of [the Services’] cultures throughout the servicemember life cycle.” In his presentation at the March 2010 MLDC meeting, Claiborne Haughton, former Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for EO, described the process for charter renewal and the clear signal it sends as to the vision for diversity (MLDC, 2011f). However, the last charter was signed in 1998, by then–Secretary of Defense William Cohen.
• **MEO reporting**: Department of Defense Directive 1350.2 (1995), which gives guidance particular for military EO cases, requires each DoD component to submit an annual MEO assessment that reports on, among other things, demographic differences in promotions, retention, and assignments. This is the sole reporting mechanism required by DoD on affirmative action and EO policies for military personnel. Compliance with this part of the directive has been lacking, however; the last MEO assessment report was produced in 2004, using FY 2002 data (MLDC, 2010a).

• **Defense Equal Opportunity Council (DEOC) reporting**: Established in 1987, the DEOC was given the responsibility to “advise the Secretary of Defense on policies for EO matters, coordinate policy and review the military and civilian EO programs, monitor progress of program elements, assist in developing policy guidance for education and training in EO and human relations for DoD personnel, and provide oversight and ensure resources for the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI)” (Department of Defense Directive 1350.2, 1995). DEOC members presented regular progress reports on how well DoD was meeting EO goals and appointed members to attend to specific issues by forming working committees, such as the DEOC Task Force on Discrimination and Sexual Harassment. However, the DEOC was recently dissolved.

We understand that noncompliance may be due to existing internal requirements being onerous, redundant, and unnecessary for meeting EEOC requirements. We recommend that DoD evaluate internal requirements to determine which are necessary and can be adhered to, and then come fully into compliance with them.

**Recommendations and Timeline for Change**

Figure 3.1 describes our recommended timeline for DoD compliance with internal and external directives, as well as combining MEO and
EEO organizational structures. In the near term, or the next year, we recommend that DoD come into compliance with current requirements and evaluate existing requirements. Based on the results of this evaluation and with an eye toward the eventual standardization of metrics across services and combining of EO and MEO structures, we also recommend in the near term that DoD create new internal metrics and procedures for evaluating compliance with EO requirements.

In the medium term, we recommend that DoD issue and implement these new requirements. In the long term, we recommend that DoD comply with these requirements.

**Near Term: 1–12 months**

*Meet All Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Requirements*

We have concerns about the degree to which the military is complying with certain EEOC process requirements, or external requirements. For instance, the EEOC mandates a processing time for employee EO
complaints of 180 days or less; recently, average processing time across DoD has been 288 days (Brown, 2013). There are also some general gaps in compliance with the requirement for federal agencies to submit annual reports to the EEOC: Some federal agencies are not submitting them, and others are submitting but not complying with all of the requirements. This is not a problem specific to DoD (DiversityInc, no date). In the short term, we recommend that DoD come into compliance with external requirements.

**Evaluate and Modify Internal Requirements**

Earlier in this chapter, we documented noncompliance with internal requirements. We believe that such noncompliance sends a negative message about the degree to which DoD takes seriously its own diversity and inclusion rules. However, it is possible that existing requirements are not being complied with because they are onerous, redundant, or not useful. We recommend evaluating existing requirements to determine to what degree they aid DoD in complying with EO requirements and modifying them in response to findings. In the past, it appears that requirements have been added piecemeal, without a full evaluation of how each new requirement coordinates with or duplicates existing requirements. By evaluating all existing requirements and making holistic judgments, DoD can hopefully come to a more manageable set of requirements that will be sufficient to ensure compliance with internal EO requirements.

Modified requirements should continue to go beyond reporting the demographic makeup of employees. When possible, requirements should include analyses of eligible populations, applicants, selections, and hires, as well as similar analyses regarding promotions. Barrier analysis should be used to determine whether processes can be modified to promote diversity without reducing efficacy. DoD should pay attention to the organizational climate, analyzing issues, such as the prevalence of sexual harassment, that may lead to hostile work environments and/or contribute to higher attrition rates for certain demographic groups, such as women. Another possible topic of interest is racial differences in disciplinary measures. A 1980s study found that black service members were overrepresented among court-martial convictions (Walker, 1992):
Compliance

it is not clear whether this is still the case, but this could be the sort of metric that DoD would look at as it goes beyond a focus on diversity numbers and looks at the broader environment.

Additionally, at this stage it is important for the services to coordinate to standardize metrics. For instance, we believe that the services have different procedures for collecting race/ethnicity information from service members. While we do not recommend combining EO enforcement across services, we do stress the importance for DoD EO compliance of being able to compare metrics across services.

Medium Term: 1–3 Years

Issue and Implement Modified Equal Opportunity Requirements

In the medium term, we recommend releasing and implementing modified EO and MEO requirements. These should eliminate any existing redundancies and standardize metrics across services and, when possible, across the Total Force, including both military and civilian employees.

Combine Military Equal Opportunity and Equal Employment Opportunity Structures

Additionally, we recommend combining MEO and EEO data-gathering and enforcement structures within each service across the Total Force. For decades, EEO and MEO have processed EO complaints separately. EEO utilizes federally controlled complaint mechanisms, and cases can be judged in a district court if needed. Military cases, on the other hand, are adjudicated through Inspector General, commander-directed investigations, or the chain of command, according to directives. There has been movement on behalf of the Air Force to combine offices to handle both military and civilian EO claims and issues in recent years (“Equal Opportunity Programs Merge Within Air Force,” 2008). It is suggested that this merger was designed primarily to save on resources (American Federation of Government Employees Council 214, 2008). Given that DoD is currently staffing two different offices and addressing two parallel sets of procedures, a merger would seem to eliminate some of these duplicative supports. However,
there is currently no evidence on how merging civilian and military EO processes would impact cost and effectiveness.

**Long Term: 4+ Years**

*Come in to Compliance with New Total Force Equal Opportunity Requirements*

In the long term, DoD should come into compliance with new Total Force EO requirements. Because these requirements are the product of previous stages of evaluation and modification, they should be more effective and DoD should more easily be able to comply with them than with current requirements.

**Summary**

As DoD expands its diversity goals, it must continue to comply with legal requirements concerning EO, which are similar to requirements at other large organizations, particularly other federal agencies. In addition, it should comply with internal EO requirements, which are best seen as mechanisms for meeting EO mandates rather than as totally separate requirements. After evaluating existing internal requirements, it should modify them to increase efficacy and eliminate redundancy, as well as standardize metrics across services and, when possible, across the Total Force. We also recommend combining EO and MEO functions within each service and, in the long term, coming into compliance with these new requirements.
One major piece of the framework for DoD’s new diversity and inclusion policy is improving both internal and external communication. Internal communication can get the DoD workforce on the same page as the leadership in terms of the meaning and importance of diversity and inclusion, as well as provide the workforce with the tools to better manage diversity in service of mission effectiveness. The external piece consists of communicating both with outside stakeholders, such as Congress, regarding diversity efforts and with potential military recruits and civilian employees in order to improve recruiting. The MLDC made several recommendations about the need for strategic communication, both internally and externally:

- **MLDC Recommendation 2**: Leadership training at all levels shall include education in diversity dynamics and training in practices for leading diverse groups effectively.
- **MLDC Recommendation 4**: DoD and the services should inculcate into their organizational cultures a broader understanding of the various types of diversity by using strategic communications plans to communicate their diversity vision and values.
- **MLDC Recommendation 7**: DoD and the services should engage in activities to improve recruiting from the currently available pool of qualified candidates by creating, implementing, and evaluating a strategic plan for outreach to, and recruiting from, untapped locations and underrepresented groups (MLDC, 2011f, p. 29).
In this chapter, we describe the role that communication can play in DoD’s new diversity and inclusion efforts. This involves evaluating and modifying both current EO training and current diversity outreach efforts and creating and implementing diversity leadership training. The framework we suggest for this consists of three phases: the short, medium, and long term.

The Importance of Strategic Communication

New initiatives to better recruit and manage a diverse workforce are a priority for DoD leaders, and the MLDC has described communication and initiatives related to communication as a major piece of that. The MLDC defines diversity management as “managing how human differences affect organizational capability, whether differences refer to demographics, cognitive types and skills, place in the organizational structure, or identity within the broader global community” (MLDC, 2011d). Communication can play a large role in this. The DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan recommends that to sustain diversity and make leaders accountable, DoD leaders should develop an “authentic, consistent, visible commitment to diversity through strategic communications messaging that resonates” (DoD, 2012a, p. 5). This recommendation emphasizes that the communication must be strategic communication, meaning it must be closely tied to the strategic objectives for diversity. We focus on three reasons for strategic communication as a key component of a successful accountability system to drive change in the area of diversity.

Ensuring Understanding Across the Workforce

One piece of the communication strategy is communicating the new diversity strategy to the DoD workforce. Management literature suggests that leaders of organizations often assume that personnel understand the vision and goals of the organization as well as staff requirements to advance the vision, without enacting a focused communications strategy to ensure this is indeed the case (Gillis, 2011). Personnel cannot be expected to participate in a vision if they do not
understand what changes will be taking place, why changes are being made, how changes will affect them, and how they can help to move changes forward. We recommend communicating the new diversity vision to the workforce in a way that is consistent with current organizational values, such as commitment to mission fulfillment.

Research suggests that an existing workforce may be particularly suspicious about any policy that “calls out” differences among them. Care must be taken to communicate the broad diversity vision not just in terms of quotas or EO, but as a way to increase mission effectiveness and to improve organizational outcomes, such as lowered costs, greater creativity, and, particular to DoD, “enhanced efficiency and readiness” (MLDC, 2010b).

**Attracting a Diverse Workforce**

While strategic communication plays an important role in bringing the existing workforce on board with the new vision of diversity, communication is also important in attracting a diverse group of people to join the DoD workforce. Recruitment plays a critical role in supporting the ability of DoD to meet its mission needs, as well as to meet DoD objectives for having a workforce that is representative of the country. The MLDC (2011b) found that to improve recruitment, a new set of strategies should be developed, many of them focusing on outreach. One example is strategically targeting outreach to underrepresented groups and untapped locations. For instance, many minority college students attend schools that are not Historically Black Colleges and Universities and do not have Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) detachments. In addition, communicating the new vision of diversity, with its focus on leveraging diversity for mission effectiveness, may help to attract a more diverse set of recruits by reassuring these individuals that their differences will not be a barrier to advancement.

**Three Principles for Strategic Communication**

Strategic communication efforts involve a range of activities, including informing audiences in the short term by managing and distributing
information, influencing through long-term persuasion campaigns to “affect attitudinal change,” and engaging audiences by building relationships. We draw on guides from the U.S. Joint Forces Command and the U.S. Army, RAND reports, and business literature to describe three principles for increasing the likelihood that strategic communication achieves its desired results.

**Strategic Communication Is an Active Process**
DoD refers to strategic communication as a “process” (Joint Publication 1-02, 2007). One expert suggests that describing the whole-of-the-enterprise as a process is too vague to be useful, and “the community would be better served by specifying [the process part] as strategic communication planning, integration, and synchronization processes” that “constitute a discrete set of activities and require distinct organization, procedures, and personnel” (Paul, 2010, pp. 11–12). Under this model of strategic communication, leadership goals and objectives are the “inputs” and dissemination products are the ultimate “outputs.” We illustrate this process in Figure 4.1. In addition to ensuring that there is planning in the initial stages, successful communication to internal and external audiences “requires diligent and continual analysis and assessment feeding back into planning and action” (U.S. Joint Forces Command, 2009, p. A-3). This suggests that stakeholders must continually assess and adjust communication needs as DoD moves toward its new vision of diversity.

**Strategic Communication Is Leadership-Driven but Organizationally Practiced**
Effective communication requires “shared responsibility,” and strategic communication should be seen to represent the voice of leaders (Paul, 2011). According to DoD documentation, leaders “must decisively engage and drive the strategic communication process. Desired objectives and outcomes are then closely tied to major lines of operation outlined in the organization, command or joint campaign plan” (U.S. Joint Forces Command, 2009). In the private sector, it has been shown that companies that are most effective begin with “clear vision on the intents and purposes . . . with sponsorship from the top” (Merrell and
Watson, 2012, p. 20). Strategic communication requires leadership to be central in developing the goals and objectives. Because organizations are complicated and consist of many interrelated moving parts, practicing strategic communication must be an enterprise-wide pursuit. As stated by U.S. Joint Forces Command (2009), “personnel, offices, and mediums must be unified to produce singular, straightforward messages” to achieve optimal effect.

**Strategic Communication Is Audience-Attentive**

According to the literature, strategic communication is considered strategic in part because of its ability to speak to and inform various audi-

---

1 See also Awamleh and Gardner, 1999.
ences. DoD states this simply: “right audience, right message, right
time, and right place. . . . Communication strategy must reach intended
audiences through a customized message that is relevant to those audi-
ences” (DoD, 2008). Reaching intended audiences requires a concerted
effort, and developing a strategic communication plan means conduct-
ing formative research in terms of the audience to be reached. How
to formulate a message should be built on knowledge of the organi-
zation’s goals and the population to be reached. To be effective and
maintain credibility, messages must be created with an understanding
of an audiences’ “attitudes, cultures, identities, behavior, history, per-
spectives and social systems” because “what we say, do, or show, may
not be what others hear or see” (Paul, 2011). Although verbal com-
munication will be necessary, other supportive forms, such as posters,
ads, policies, and new processes, can be utilized. For example, studies
suggest that the generation of Americans born after 1981 is more tech-
savvy than previous generations (Bingham and Conner, 2010). New
media should be considered to communicate with them, as recom-
mended by the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, which spe-
cifically identified the use of social media as important in communicat-
ing messages to internal and external audiences.

**Recommendations and Timeline for Change**

The previous sections provide guidance on why strategic communica-
tion is important and what general principles should guide the commu-
nication strategy. In this section, we provide recommendations for
short, medium, and long-term actions that DoD can take to improve
the communication piece of its new diversity and inclusion strategy.
This framework is summarized in Figure 4.2.
In the short term, we recommend devising consolidated EO professional training. The MLDC’s review of DoD training programs suggests that each of the services have different EO training curricula and methods, while EO for the federal agencies appears more consistent. Surveys and informational meetings conducted by the MLDC with service members from the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard reveal that this inconsistency resulted in a mixed “level of awareness and understanding of Service diversity policies” (MLDC, 2011b). Standardization in training materials can help get a consistent message to everyone, enforcing intra-agency unity. Individual services and civilian offices may need to make subtle changes in the presentation of material to support and speak to cultural differences among them. For example, OPM has basic guidelines for diversity training to assist agency managers in designing and delivering programs that
promote the inclusion of all personnel to improve mission effectiveness, yet the opportunities for flexibility are also reflected in OPM’s training guidelines (U.S. Office of Personnel Management, 2012).

**Develop Diversity Leadership Training**

In the short term, we recommend that DoD develop new diversity leadership training. The MLDC calls for training in diversity leadership, which is distinct from traditional diversity and EO training. In EO training, individuals focus on “being sensitive to cultural and gender differences” (MLDC, 2011c). Diversity leadership training, on the other hand, shows leaders how to recognize differences and build capabilities, identify new opportunities, and solve problems with them (MLDC, 2011f). Separating diversity training from traditional EO training and integrating it into other leadership training can play an important role in separating the two concepts and ensuring that diversity is seen as equivalent to the many other resources that good leaders must learn to manage and leverage.

According to the MLDC, diversity leadership training should focus on how human differences affect interactions between people and utilize these differences to improve mission effectiveness. Diversity leadership shifts the focus of diversity from counting individuals to the functioning of the unit. It requires leaders to assess the skills of the team members and maximize the ways in which they work together to defeat their opponents. Leaders communicate the value of diversity to subordinates by leading in this way.

The U.S. Army’s official field manual, *Army Leadership: Competent, Confident, and Agile* (FM 6-22), provides some guidance on how to lead diverse workgroups: “A leader’s job is not to make everyone the same; it is to take advantage of the different capabilities and talents brought to the team. The biggest challenge is to put each member in the right place to build the best possible team” (U.S. Army, 2006, p. 6-3). A new diversity leadership program and training materials can be constructed from existing expertise in the services about leadership training, integrating what is known about diversity leadership training in the literature and among subject-matter experts.
Direct Outreach Activities to Maximize Efficiency
We recommend modifying outreach activities to increase diversity within the DoD workforce. The MLDC made a variety of recommendations along these lines, including developing common applications for ROTC and the service academies, revisiting the admissions processes for the academy preparatory schools, exploring recruiting from two-year colleges, and making recruiters more accountable for minority representation (MLDC, 2011f).

Develop Clear Diversity Messages for External Audiences
We recommend that DoD develop clear messages about its diversity efforts for external audiences. These messages should include the DoD definition of diversity, its diversity goals, and how it is attempting to reach those goals. The messages should be clear and succinct. One major audience for these messages is Congress, which has expressed significant interest in the issue of diversity within the military but may not have up-to-date and accessible information available about DoD diversity work.

Medium Term: 1–3 Years
Implement Total Force Equal Opportunity Professional Training
In the medium term, we recommend that DoD implement the Total Force EO training that was created in the first stage. This will mean consolidating EO training across the services, while preserving some service- and component-specific aspects.

Implement Diversity Leadership Training
We recommend that DoD implement the diversity leadership training that was created in the first stage. This will be an ongoing process, since there are many different leadership training programs within the services, both for enlisted and commissioned service members and for DoD civilians.

Evaluate Outreach Efforts
After modifying DoD diversity recruitment efforts, it will be important to evaluate these to determine which are more successful at reaching DoD goals and modify programs on the basis of the results.
Long Term: 4+ Years

*Develop and Implement Diversity Leadership Training for All Members*

In the long term, we recommend that DoD implement diversity leadership training for all members, including service members in enlisted and officer training courses, such as the service academies.

*Maintain Robust Outreach Efforts*

In the long term, we recommend continuing outreach efforts in order to pursue DoD goals of having a diverse workforce based on earlier (and ongoing) assessments of which outreach efforts are the most effective for increasing diversity.

**Summary**

The second pillar in our framework, communication, plays an important role in supporting the accountability system and driving change by (1) ensuring that all stakeholders understand the vision and how it will be implemented; (2) addressing any issues that may arise as the workforce moves toward are more diverse workforce; and (3) helping to attract a diverse workforce to drive the desired change. However, the communication must be strategic, meaning planned and coordinated in pursuit of a clear set of goals. Strategic communication on diversity should be an active process, with DoD developing a plan around its goals, implementing the plan, evaluating the effectiveness of the communication strategies, and adjusting as necessary. In addition, communication driven by leadership and attentive to the audiences will improve the likelihood of success in meeting DoD goals.

DoD faces a particular challenge in distinguishing between EO policies and the new vision of diversity. One way of doing this is to re-envision diversity training as a key element of traditional leadership training, as opposed to focusing primarily on sensitivity training or informational EO sessions. By communicating through training that the ability to leverage diversity is equivalent to any other leadership quality, the focus should shift from “in groups” and “out groups” to the
unique capabilities of all individuals and the impact these capabilities have on mission effectiveness. Communication strategies can also be used to reach external audiences, helping to both ensure DoD’s ability to recruit a diverse workforce and ensure that other external stakeholders, such as Congress, understand DoD’s diversity activities and the motivation behind them.
Because responsibility for personnel issues affecting diversity is both dispersed and mostly contained within offices without diversity-specific missions, coordinating efforts across DoD is an important piece of carrying out DoD’s new diversity initiatives. Coordinating the many DoD offices tasked with EO and diversity—as well as other ones making personnel decisions affecting diversity—can help lead to improved regulatory adherence across the board, as well as more generally promote DoD’s vision of diversity and inclusion. Coordination can also support accountability by improving transparency through standardized monitoring mechanisms (such as metrics for recruiting, promotion, and response time to EO complaints) throughout the organization. Coordination of efforts can save money and time by reducing redundancy.

In this chapter, we summarize the business management literature on the need for coordination and the efforts of DoD to coordinate in developing accountability systems for EO and diversity. We then discuss a few areas of focus that DoD might want to consider in pursuing additional efforts at coordination.

**The Importance of Coordination**

Management literature suggests that the most effective organizations are those that are goal-directed, and that the commitment of personnel to the organizational goal is essential for success (Li and Hambrick, 2005). Given the complex composition and processes of most orga-
nizations, however, it can be difficult to ensure that all parts of an organization are committed to or are working optimally toward the goal (Polzer, Minton, and Swann, 2002). Coordinating various components across the organization can impact planning, management, communication, and effectiveness. This interplay of expertise can allow organizations to facilitate change and face complex issues with renewed innovation and at a faster pace than those organizations that work according to an assembly line model. Further, collaborative coordination can build enthusiasm for change and consolidate resources—both human and financial (Gray, 1989; Schein, 2004). A GAO (2005c, p. 3) study on interagency collaborations suggests that differences in government organizational structures, planning processes, and funding sources have resulted in “a patchwork of programs that can waste scarce funds, confuse and frustrate program customers, and limit the overall effectiveness” of the effort. This is consistent with our general impression of current diversity policy within DoD.

Management literature has cited a number of difficulties in leading an interagency effort, including the lack of a common framework between partners, unclear authority and uncertain power relationships, incompatible ways of communicating, and different organizational core values (Kantor, 1989). A lack of trust can affect coordination as well (Gode-Sanchez, 2010; Jennings and Ewalt, 1998). In recent years, efforts between DoD and the Veterans Administration to coordinate health care revealed that different resources might hinder efforts as well, as “incompatible computer systems . . . inconsistent reimbursement and budgeting policies, and burdensome agreement approval processes” hindered initial health resource-sharing efforts (GAO, 2005c, p. 10).

Prior Coordination Efforts

The 2011 MLDC review of diversity-related policies and programs across DoD suggests that until recent years, the services were independently developing their own diversity definitions, strategies, and programs. In 2005, the Defense Diversity Working Group (DDWG)
was developed to synchronize “the efforts of the Services to estab-
lish common diversity goals and procedures” (MLDC, 2009b, p. 1).
DDWG was first made up of the diversity directors of each service,
but has since “expanded to include the Services and Agencies Military
Equal Opportunity and Equal Employment Opportunity Directors
as well” (Cantor, 2011). Bringing these various leaders together has
been helpful in coordinating DoD diversity efforts. DDWG assisted
in the creation of new diversity offices within the services and devel-
oped the concept and plans for the ODMEO-RAND diversity summit
in 2007. However, DDWG is organized at the O-6 or GS-15 level,
and we believe this limits its influence: we recommend reorganizing
it at a higher level as the Senior Defense Diversity Working Group
(SDDWG).

A review of DoD’s diversity policies, analysis of its historical and
current processes, and discussions with leaders across DoD suggest
that further interagency coordination is possible. ODMEO was devel-
oped by the Office of Deputy Under Secretary for Equal Opportunity
(DUSD[EO]). One of ODMEO’s primary goals was and is to ensure
that diversity is prioritized in DoD workplace programs and initiatives.
MLDC research explains how the organization’s realignment both aids
and hinders diversity in the total DoD workforce:

DUSD(EO) was established in 2003, when the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Equal Opportunity was elevated to the
position of DUSD(EO) and the position was filled by a political
appointee. When that political appointee departed in 2006, the
office of the DUSD(EO) was renamed ODMEO and placed under
the DUSD (Plans). On one hand, this realignment mainstreamed
diversity and EO by integrating responsibility for these functions
into the established organization responsible for “developing and
implementing change in high priority areas within . . . Person-
nel and Readiness” (USD(P&R), 2006). On the other hand, this
change dealt two blows: demotion in status and loss of a political
appointee position to set and carry out the agenda (Haughton,
2010). When diversity management was added to ODMEO’s
functions, one existing position was realigned as diversity man-
ger, but no new positions were created (Love, 2010). In 2010,
the position of DUSD (Plans) was eliminated, and ODMEO was placed under the DUSD (Readiness).

Yet a review of ODMEO’s diversity portfolio suggests there has been little progress made in some of its key diversity initiatives. Further, “ODMEO remains an understaffed office several levels below the Secretary” (MLDC, 2011d, p. 17). We understand that ODMEO will never be bigger or more powerful than agencies such as the CPP and MPP: It will always have to play an analytic and ombudsman role rather than actually setting personnel policy. For instance, according to DoD Comptroller reports, DoD spent $631.1 million on advertising for Total Force recruiting in 2012 (Office of the Under Secretary of Defense [Comptroller]/Chief Financial Officer, 2012), which is significantly larger than the ODMEO budget. However, by better coordinating with those agencies and by being able to access data that are relevant to diversity and inclusion issues, ODMEO can better inform and influence policies that affect diversity and inclusion within DoD.

Considerations for Enhancing Coordination

While DoD has made significant progress in establishing offices and procedures to ensure coordination, there remain many areas where coordination could be improved. Here we describe several areas in which DoD might consider focusing efforts. In the next section, on recommendations for change, we give more specific ideas.

Leadership Support

Given the complexity of coordinating efforts across a large organization such as DoD, committed leadership is a critical aspect of interagency collaboration. For interagency collaboration, “leadership must set the direction, pace, and tone and provide a clear, consistent rationale that brings everyone together behind a single mission” (GAO, 2003, p. 9). Leaders of coordinated efforts can help their partners prioritize and schedule promoted initiatives as well as delegate authority, adopt policy to different contexts, and negotiate joint benchmarks and measure-
ments. From a higher level, a leader of each organizational effort can recognize the effect that structures and processes have on different efforts, and help devise processes and tools to move agendas forward despite differences (Huxham and Vangent, 2000). Further, accountability to a chief executive in any hierarchy is more easily facilitated if there is an implicit understanding regarding the chain of command (Davies et al., 2010).

**Diversity Management**

With regard to managing the new accountability system, best organizational management practices suggest that the current configuration is not optimal. Instead, the MLDC recommends creating a position for a chief diversity officer (CDO). A DoD CDO, like a private-sector CDO, would be able to “ensure the sustained emphasis on diversity that has been lacking in the past” (MLDC, 2011d, p. 18). Many business and academic institutions have already developed such an office to coordinate and facilitate diversity efforts. Some CDO duties include the oversight of affirmative action and EEO programs, but when diversity is broadly defined and the relevancy of diversity is included in mission effectiveness, the CDO has a broader portfolio of responsibilities. These include becoming “change management specialists” and agents of change, pointing leaders to issues of diversity, and serving as integration experts in complex institutions (Williams and Wade-Golden, 2007). The MLDC recommends that the CDO report directly to the Secretary of Defense and be responsible for working with the services to standardize data collection and reporting for diversity-related metrics, as well as monitoring EO compliance (MLDC, 2011d). CDOs are leaders in diversity leadership as well, knowing how to harness the capabilities of the workforce to improve the competence and effectiveness of the organization. Their potential duties include maintaining expertise in capability building, helping other leaders develop cross-cultural sensitivity, and learning leadership practices, such as role modeling and communicating (Riche and Kraus, 2009.)
Data Management

Data systems are critical to accountability in that they allow leaders to assess adherence to policies and procedures and ensure the organization is meeting goals for key outcomes of interest. DoD’s existing office-specific processes and policies often result in data that are difficult or time-consuming to coordinate in a useful way for acquiring a picture of workforce diversity at any given time. Because of this, a considerable amount of data currently exists that would help DoD get a better picture of diversity and inclusion, but these data are not easily accessible in a useful form to agencies working on diversity policy or personnel policy more generally. It may therefore be useful for DoD to consider establishing a single data repository to consolidate all diversity-related data (MLDC, 2011f).

One Navy tool that may serve as a model is the Navy Military Equal Opportunity Network (MEONet). The system collects information to track progress in resolving formal and informal military EO complaints. Demographic information can be used to analyze internal military EO in the Navy, and summaries of activities and trends are reported to higher Navy headquarters offices, DoD, and other U.S. government agencies (DEOMI, 2010). Another tool is the Bureau of Navy Personnel online system or “BOL,” which provides access to active component, enlisted personnel retention statistics—updated monthly—to Navy personnel managers and unit commanders. The data can inform the Navy’s actions to improve diversity, including tailored outreach and support services to naval personnel and families. Across DoD, such a tool could generate accurate and timely personnel data that are consistent across the services and that will assist with legal compliance and internal staffing. However, more important than having tools that make accessing data easy is having protocols for data collection that are standardized across time and across services so that the data reported are accurate and comparable.

Issue Focus

As DoD moves toward the new vision for diversity, there are likely to be times when leadership would like to ensure coordinated focus on a single issue. For example, there has been interest in the decision to
rescind the exemption of women from direct combat, and the impact it will have on the role of women in Army and Marine Corps units infantry and special operations units. A related issue is the changing physical fitness requirements for women in the Marine Corps, which are increasing the difficulty of the upper body strength component of their physical fitness test for women: Women will, like men, have to do a minimum of three pull-ups, although the rest of the scoring system will still differ for men and women (Bumiller, 2013). To address these special areas of concern, SDDWG can look at trends across the organization, particularly in areas of uncertainty or conflict that may hinder movement toward diversity. By identifying this area as a “hot spot,” SDDWG can ensure coordination in the focus of efforts on these special issues of concern. With SDDWG at the helm of organizing efforts, the chances for duplicated efforts and funding will be greatly reduced.

**Recommendations and Timeline for Change**

The framework, which consists of short-, medium-, and long-term actions, is described in Figure 5.1.

**Near Term: 1–12 Months**

**Organize Senior OSD Taskforce**

In the short term, we recommend that DoD organize a senior Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) task force with representatives from the various agencies that have responsibility for diversity specifically and personnel policy more generally. At minimum, the task force should include top leaders from ODMEO, MPP, CPP, and the Office of General Council. This will give these top leaders an opportunity to coordinate on policies including outreach, recruiting, training, assignments, promotion, and retention in order to promote greater diversity and a more inclusive work environment. ODMEO has both a small budget and a limited sphere of authority, and so working with the agencies that determine personnel policy is necessary to assuring coordination on policies affecting diversity and inclusion.
Organize Joint Senior-Only SDDWG
Currently, the DDWG is established at the O-6 or GS-15 level. We recommend raising it to the general office and Senior Executive Service level. Senior leadership will be able to have more impact on bringing diversity knowledge back to their offices and be effective advocates for DoD’s diversity and inclusion vision. We recommend reorganizing it at a higher level as the SDDWG.

Organize Special-Issue Organizations
In the short term, we recommend that DoD organize all organizations that aim to address special issues that are related to diversity and inclusion, which we call “hot spots.” The most prominent special-issue organization in recent time is the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office (SAPRO), which is responsible for the oversight of DoD sexual assault policy. We contend that sexual assault remains a barrier to DoD creating an inclusive environment for women. SAPRO’s efforts repre-
sent much of DoD’s efforts to prevent and respond to sexual assaults. SAPRO’s long-term success depends on the effectiveness of DoD diversity organizations in their effort to ensuring diversity and inclusion as a core value of DoD.

Examples of other “hot spot” issues that can be considered related to diversity and inclusion include the effects of changing personnel policy for women, including lifting of restrictions against women serving in certain military occupations; any emerging impact of the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”; and the changing of the Marine Corps physical fitness test to bring the female upper body strength component more in line with the male component. If DoD leaders adopt a more expansive vision of diversity and inclusion, there may be other special-issue organizations that can be included in this new organization. Grouping together special-issue organizations that are synergistic will benefit DoD in several ways. The new organization will make it easier for DoD top leaders to monitor and improve efficiency and effectiveness of these special-issue organizations. More importantly, the new organization will allow DoD senior leaders to demonstrate DoD’s commitment to diversity and inclusion to internal and external stakeholders. It will be easier to communicate to the stakeholders about the effort of one coherent organization than the efforts of a collection of quasi-independent special-issue organizations. Most importantly, the membership of the new organization reinforces the scope and underlying meaning of DoD’s diversity and inclusion strategic vision.

Medium Term: 1–3 Years

Create a Centralized Diversity Management System

The DoD Diversity Management System (DDMS) would be one way to continue the formal coordination among key stakeholders from both DoD diversity and DoD personnel policy groups. In the medium term, we recommend creating the DDMS structure shown in Figure 5.2. Underneath the top-level structure would be the three divisions created in the short term—the OSD Senior Task Force, the Joint SDDWG, and special-issue groups.
Long Term: 4+ Years

**Sustain Centralized Diversity Management System**

In the long term, we recommend sustaining the DDMS. This will keep ensuring that there is a high-level organization with the resources available to advocate effectively for DoD’s diversity and inclusion policy throughout the department.

**Summary**

The U.S. military is one of the largest organizations in the world, so coordination plays a critical role in ensuring that all its components are working simultaneously toward common goals. Accountability systems benefit from transparency and consistency, and coordination can help to overcome a range of barriers that DoD is likely to face in moving toward any major change. DoD has taken steps to improve coordination around diversity, developing the DDWG to help the ser-
vices synchronize efforts and creating ODMEO under the Office of the Secretary of Defense to oversee uniformity in diversity policy and implementation. However, additional efforts toward coordination are likely to be necessary to realize new goals for diversity. We identify several areas in which coordination could potentially be enhanced to support diversity efforts, including increased leadership support, a specific leadership position for diversity, streamlined data management, and a process to coordinate focus on key diversity issues.
The framework described in this report offers DoD a way to categorize and prioritize the initiatives in the DoD Diversity Strategic plan published in 2012 and to support DoD’s vision and strategies for diversity through an accountability system. We offer the framework as a mechanism for motivating and managing change as well as focusing human and financial resources to reshape the diversity of the total workforce for the long term. ODMEO recognizes the need for an accountability system to guide the planning and implementation of diversity policy and is in the process of designing an accountability framework to guide the development of this system (ODMEO, 2013). We identified three critical components of a framework of change through accountability: complete compliance with existent legal codes and DoD policies; strategic communication of the vision, goals, and expectations; and thorough coordination of effort across the whole organization. By focusing on the three pillars and taking a strategic approach to planning and implementing diversity policy, DoD will be in a better position to succeed in developing and sustaining a strong and diverse workforce.

DoD is likely to face many challenges as it moves toward its new vision for diversity, as it can be difficult to bring system-wide change in an organization that is one of the biggest and most structurally diverse in the world and characterized by frequent turnover in leadership. To conclude this report, we provide two recommendations for DoD as it moves toward developing this new accountability system.
**Recommendation 1: Develop the accountability structure for diversity and inclusion based on the framework we proposed.**

The framework we proposed is consistent with the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017*. Table 6.1 displays how the three Cs can be mapped onto DoD’s diversity strategic goals, objectives, actions, and initiatives, specified in the strategic plan.

The compliance pillar of this report correlates with the DoD Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan’s goal to “develop and update policies and procedures to ensure diversity and inclusion is an institutional priority” (DoD, 2012a, p. 6). This calls for DoD leaders to issue guidance on diversity and institute diversity management policies ensuring merit-based decisions. It also mandates that DoD continue to assess and modify its own diversity policies. This is in service of the larger goal of ensuring leadership commitment to an accountable and sustained diversity effort.

The metrics for the compliance pillar conform to the DoD diversity goal of establishing and implementing a system of accountability reviews. The initiatives consist of identifying key diversity and inclusion indicators, such as career fields and assignments, which lead dis-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.1</th>
<th>The Three Cs Correlate with DoD Strategic Goals, Objectives, Actions, and Initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three Pillars</td>
<td>DoD Diversity Strategic Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comply</td>
<td>Action 1.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal (Educate)</td>
<td>Action 3.1.1, Action 3.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External (Awareness)</td>
<td>Objective 2.1, Objective 2.2, Action 1.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate</td>
<td>Action 1.1.2 (1st initiative)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Remaining strategic actions concentrate on force sustainment.
proportionately to senior ranks; developing the capability to monitor the scope and impact of DoD diversity efforts; and conducting barrier and trend analysis on key military and civilian diversity indicators to provide guidance to leaders in making informed diversity decisions.

The education piece of the communication pillar corresponds to two actions from the DoD diversity strategic plan: infusing diversity and inclusion throughout both the initial training and socialization process and in leadership training, and reviewing training and development programs to ensure that they draw from all segments of the workforce and identify barriers. Adding diversity and inclusion into socialization and training includes identifying and integrating diversity principles, practices, and competencies; developing a framework to oversee and monitor this; and including diversity and inclusion competencies in leadership assessment. The initiatives to ensure that training and development programs draw from the whole workforce include analyzing the applicant pool and selection data to ensure both full access to development programs and that senior leaders are informed about development and training selections process.

The awareness piece of the communications pillar corresponds to two DoD strategic goals: performing outreach to and recruiting from all segments of society and ensuring that policies and programs support DoD efforts to recruit from a diverse talent pool. To achieve these goals, the strategic plan calls for making sure that recruitment practices are reaching all segments of society, synchronizing outreach and recruitment across DoD, and expanding relationships with stakeholders from institutions including “diverse colleges and universities, trade schools, apprentice programs, Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) initiative programs, and affinity organizations” (DoD, 2012a, p. 8).

The coordination piece corresponds to DoD’s directive to create a forum of senior leaders to oversee and monitor the diversity and inclusion. The strategic plan situates this initiative as part of improving accountability for diversity outcomes in order to make leadership more committed to diversity and inclusion and accountable for those outcomes. It is also important to communicate to employees that these initiatives, and the larger focus on diversity and inclusion, are a per-
manent change and not a function of the current political leadership (Terriff, 2007).

Important to note is that many government accountability programs are created “after the fact” of unsatisfactory efforts to reach goals or address problems (Curristine, 2005; Camm and Stecher, 2010). Thus we recommend that DoD begin earlier rather than later. We recommend that initial efforts related to each of the three Cs begin early enough to seed a culture of change through accountability across DoD. A workforce that has accountability ingrained within its culture is more likely to be committed to the diversity vision, no matter who is leading the organization at a given time. By staying focused on accountability, DoD will be able to readily assess its workforce diversity as needed, disclose its performance, and refine and improve the functioning of the system across all components of the organization.

Recommendation 2: Establish a clear timeline of implementation milestones and publish annual status of progress toward these milestones for greatest transparency and accountability for progress.

Accountability must start with DoD diversity organizations, including ODMEO, for the timely implementation of the strategic initiatives. Establishing a clear timeline of implementation milestones will facilitate discussions about resources and responsibilities among the stakeholders whose coordination is essential for successful implementation of the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017*.

ODMEO should publish an annual status report on the progress to inform external and internal stakeholders. This annual publication can become an important impetus that sustains the DoD diversity accountability system.
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Two recent policy documents lay out a new vision for diversity in the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD): the Military Leadership Diversity Commission’s *From Representation to Inclusion: Diversity Leadership for the 21st-Century Military* and the *Department of Defense Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, 2012–2017*. These documents define the mission, set goals for diversity, and provide a general strategic framework for achieving these goals. The purpose of this report is to provide a framework to support DoD in the implementation of its strategic plan and to ensure that the resources devoted to these efforts are targeted for long-term success. The framework emphasizes the creation of an enduring accountability system; categorizes the strategic initiatives specified in DoD’s strategic plan along three key dimensions—*compliance, communication,* and *coordination* (“the three Cs”); and prioritizes them across time—short, medium, and long term. The framework can help all DoD components work toward the vision described in the strategic plan in a deliberate, synchronized effort by complying with current laws, regulations, and directives; communicating effectively to internal as well as external stakeholders; and coordinating efforts to ensure continuing change.